HARRIS FARMS WELCOMES

Smiling Tiger

Triple Grade I Winner of $1.48 Million

Racing exclusively in stakes following his 6-length maiden win at 2, SMILING TIGER won seven graded races and placed in nine others at six different tracks including Grade I victories in the Bing Crosby and Ancient Title at 3 followed by the Triple Bend Handicap (112 Beyer) at 4. His six Grade I placings include the Breeders’ Cup Sprint (twice), the Malibu (108 Beyer) and the Del Mar Futurity.

In four stakes-winning seasons, SMILING TIGER defeated 18 Grade I winners including Horse-of-the-Year WISE DAN and Eclipse Award champion AMAZOMBIE.

By STORM CAT’s European champion 2-year-old HOLD YOUR TIGER, SMILING TIGER is a three-quarter brother to 2013 Eclipse Award champion 2-year-old SHE’S A TIGER.

More the 80 mares are in foal from his first year at stud in 2014.

2015 Fee: $5,000 Live Foal
payable at foaling

by Hold That Tiger – Shanda Smiles, by Cahill Road
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